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Abstract9

The 2006 Mw 7.8 Java earthquake was a tsunami earthquake, exhibiting10

frequency-dependent seismic radiation along strike. High-frequency global11

back-projection results suggest two distinct rupture stages. The first stage12

lasted ∼65 s with a rupture speed of ∼1.2 km/s, while the second stage13

lasted from ∼65 to 150 s with a rupture speed of ∼2.7 km/s. High-frequency14

radiators resolved with back-projection during the second stage spatially cor-15

relate with splay fault traces mapped from residual free-air gravity anomalies.16

These splay faults also colocate with a major tsunami source associated with17

the earthquake inferred from tsunami first-crest back-propagation simulation.18

These correlations suggest that the splay faults may have been reactivated19

during the Java earthquake, as has been proposed for other tsunamigenic20

earthquakes, such as the 1944 Mw 8.1 Tonankai earthquake in the Nankai21

Trough.22
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1. Introduction25

Tsunami earthquakes are characterized by a disproportionately large26

tsunami for their size, and often exhibit a disparity between estimates of27

moment magnitude derived from long and short period seismic radiation28

(Kanamori , 1972; Kanamori and Kikuchi , 1993). The July 17, 2006 Java29

earthquake was a classic tsunami earthquake with body-wave magnitude mb30

= 6.1, surface-wave magnitude Ms = 7.1, and moment magnitude Mw = 7.731

(International Seismological Centre, 2013; Ekström et al., 2012). Such a large32

variation in magnitude estimates is atypical and may indicate a deficiency33

in high-frequency radiation compared to low-frequency radiation (Newman34

and Okal , 1998; Ammon et al., 2006). The 2006 Java earthquake initiated at35

shallow depth (20 km, (International Seismological Centre, 2013); Figure 1)36

and ruptured eastward along the trench axis for ∼200 km (Ammon et al.,37

2006; Bilek and Engdahl , 2007). Given the source dimension, the unusually38

long source duration (∼185 s) indicates anomalously slow rupture propa-39

gation for the event (Ammon et al., 2006; Bilek and Engdahl , 2007). The40

earthquake generated a large tsunami (∼8 m) resulting in over 800 fatalities41

(Fritz et al., 2007; Fujii and Satake, 2006; Mori et al., 2007). This was the42

second tsunami earthquake that struck the Java region since instrumental43

records began, and a Mw 7.8 earthquake in June 1994 produced an even44

larger tsunami (∼13 m), resulting in 250 fatalities (Abercrombie et al., 2001;45

Mori et al., 2007). These two earthquakes are only 600 km apart, highlight-46

ing the major tsunami hazard along the south coast of Indonesia (Mori et al.,47

2007). Is the Java trench prone to more tsunami earthquakes and if so, what48

properties of the margin promote this type of rupture?49
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Finite-fault slip models of the 2006 Java earthquake suggest a smooth50

slip distribution with an unusually slow (∼1 km/s) rupture propagation (Fig-51

ure 2b). Finite-fault slip models obtained from body waves (P and SH waves,52

∼0.001–0.2 Hz) have similar slip distributions, with the largest slip con-53

centrated near the hypocenter (Figure 2b) (Ammon et al., 2006; Bilek and54

Engdahl , 2007; Yagi and Fukahata, 2011; Ye et al., 2016a,b). In contrast,55

finite-fault slip models obtained from both body and surface waves (both56

Rayleigh and Love waves) suggest the largest slip is close to the trench and57

is up-dip and ∼50 km east of the hypocenter (Figure 2) (Hayes , 2011; Shao58

et al., 2011). Surface waves have been shown to be effective at resolving59

near-trench slip distributions, which are difficult to resolve just with body60

waves (Shao et al., 2011).61

The 2006 Java earthquake was one of the best-recorded tsunami earth-62

quakes with modern instruments. Combining the wealth of data with new63

observational approaches enables us to investigate the earthquake in great de-64

tail. We first analyze bathymetry and gravity anomalies in conjunction with65

active-source seismic profiles to constrain margin structure and the location66

of splay faults. We then build on published kinematic slip models of the67

2006 Java earthquake source by performing global P-wave back-projection68

using two different frequency bands to examine the earthquake kinematics.69

In addition, we back-propagate first-crest arrivals in tsunami waveforms of70

five nearby tide gauges at various azimuths to locate tsunami sources. Our71

high-frequency back-projection results suggest a unilateral rupture extend-72

ing ∼200 km with a slow first-stage rupture (∼1.2 km/s) from west to east73

until ∼65 s and a fast second-stage rupture (∼ 2.7 km/s) from ∼65 to 150 s.74
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The second-stage rupture colocates with a major tsunami source located by75

first-crest tsunami back-propagation. The spatial correlation between the76

stage-two rupture imaged by back-projection and splay fault traces delin-77

eated by gravity data suggests that splay faults may have been reactivated78

during the 2006 Java earthquake and possibly contributed to tsunamigene-79

sis. This mechanism of enhanced tsunami excitation due to splay faulting80

has been proposed for the 1944 Mw 8.1 Tonankai earthquake in the Nankai81

Trough (Moore et al., 2007).82

2. Tectonic Setting and Residual Gravity Anomaly83

The Java subduction zone accommodates underthrusting of the Indo-84

Australian plate beneath Eurasia at approximately 67 mm/yr (Tregoning85

et al., 1994). The incoming plate in offshore western Java is structurally86

complex, hosting a dense population of seamounts and the Roo Rise oceanic87

plateau (Shulgin et al., 2011). The forearc is characterized by an outer-arc88

high, which typically extends 100 km from the trench-axis with water-depths89

of 2-3 km (Kopp et al., 2002; Planert et al., 2010). Landward of the outer-arc90

high, the Lombok forearc basin extends along the coastline of Java for over91

400 km.92

Short wavelength topographic and gravimetric anomalies can illuminate93

detailed structure of the overthrusting and subducting plates. These short94

wavelength features can be effectively extracted using spectral averaging95

methods designed specifically to suppress steep topographic and gravimetric96

gradients across subduction zones (Bassett and Watts , 2015a,b). Application97

of these methods to the Java subduction zone reveals a long array of lineations98
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in the residual gravity field, encompassing the full ∼100 km trench-normal99

width of the outer-arc high and the full ∼ 800 km along-strike extent of the100

Java margin (Arrows, Figure 1). Where 2D seismic reflection and refrac-101

tion profiles traverse the forearc (Red line, Figure 1), the gravity lineations102

are consistent with the locations of splay faults imaged in the overthrusting103

plate (Kopp et al., 2009). The lateral continuity of the residual gravity field104

allows us to extend this interpretation along strike, which indicates that the105

outer-arc high is pervasively faulted and that splay faults are almost certainly106

present within the source region of the 1994 and 2006 tsunami earthquakes107

(Figure 1).108

3. Seismic P-wave Back-projection109

We perform P-wave back-projection using the procedure described in110

Fan and Shearer (2015), using vertical-component velocity records from the111

International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN) seismic112

stations that are available and distributed by the Data Management Cen-113

ter (DMC) of the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS).114

Because back-projection techniques do not make assumptions about fault115

geometry or rupture velocity, they are able to resolve complex earthquake116

behavior, such as variable rupture velocity, multiple events, and very early117

aftershocks (Ishii et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2009; Koper et al., 2011; Kiser and118

Ishii , 2011; Meng et al., 2012; Satriano et al., 2012; Nissen et al., 2016;119

Wang et al., 2016). Global back-projection is particularly effective in detect-120

ing frequency-dependent radiation because of its superior spatial resolution121

(e.g., Walker et al., 2005; Yagi et al., 2012; Okuwaki et al., 2014).122
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In practice, P-wave velocity seismograms are initially filtered into two fre-123

quency bands, a high-frequency (HF) band (0.3-1 Hz) and a low-frequency124

(LF) band (0.05-0.3 Hz), to examine potential frequency-dependent seismic125

radiation. Second, the filtered data are then visually inspected, and only126

traces with clear initial P-wave arrivals are kept. For robustness, stations127

with theoretical negative lower-hemisphere polarities are removed based on128

the GCMT solution of the earthquake (Ekström et al., 2012). Third, we129

divide the Earth’s surface into 1◦ by 1◦ azimuthal-epicentral-distance cells130

where the epicenter is at the center. Within each cell, traces are then aligned131

with cross-correlation, and only the station with the highest cross-correlation132

coefficient is kept per cell. Fourth, the traces extracted from each cell (68 sta-133

tions) are aligned by cross-correlating the initial few seconds of P-waves sepa-134

rately at the two frequency bands (Houser et al., 2008). The cross-correlating135

windows are from -3 s to 4 s and -1 s to 4 s for the low- and high-frequency136

bands based on the IASP91 model (Kennett and Engdahl , 1991), allowing137

maximum time shifts of 5 s and 4 s for the two frequency bands respectively.138

The alignment is applied to neutralize the influence of 3D velocity structure.139

No polarity flips are allowed during the alignment. (Figure S2). We then set140

up the potential sources gridded at 10-km horizontal spacing, fixed at the141

hypocentral depth (20 km). The grid latitudes range from −12◦ to −6.6◦,142

and grid longitudes range from 105.5◦ to 111.1◦ (600 km by 600 km). Fi-143

nally, back-projection is performed with Nth root stacking (N = 4), which144

can improve spatial resolution of back-projection images at the cost of losing145

absolute amplitude information (Rost and Thomas , 2002; Xu et al., 2009)146

(Figure 3). When performing back-projection, the records are normalized,147
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weighted by their average correlation coefficients obtained from the cross-148

correlation alignment, and inversely scaled by the number of contributing149

stations within 5 degrees, which downweights the noisy records and prevents150

over-representation of data from dense local arrays. We obtain a peak-power151

time function with a non-overlapping 2 s window that is the maximum back-152

projected power of the potential sources (location of high-frequency bursts)153

(Kiser and Ishii , 2013; Fan and Shearer , 2016). The back-projection snap-154

shots are computed with 20-s stacking windows and are normalized by the155

maximum power within each window (Figure 2, 3). The robustness of the156

resolved snapshots is assessed by jackknife resampling (Efron and Tibshi-157

rani , 1994; Fan and Shearer , 2016) and we reject snapshots with peak-power158

spatial standard errors greater than 0.5◦ for either latitude or longitude (∼159

50 km). No post-processing is applied to the final images.160

Our back-projection peak-power time functions agree with prior studies161

that indicate the 2006 Java earthquake had an abnormally long duration.162

The LF peak-power time function suggests it lasted ∼180 s, which is consis-163

tent with long-period finite-fault modeling (e.g., Ammon et al., 2006), while164

the HF peak-power time function indicates at least ∼150 s of continuous seis-165

mic radiation (Figure 2a). Stacked envelope functions (1-5 Hz) with globally166

distributed stations also suggest a very long rupture duration lasting ∼150 s167

(Figure S3).168

In the first 60 s, both LF and HF back-projection results show simi-169

lar seismic radiation (Figure 3). The time-integrated back-projection image170

(Figure 3a,c) suggests that the bulk of seismic radiation was excited around171

the epicenter during the early phase of the earthquake (Figure 3b,d). Af-172
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ter 60 s, the back-projection snapshots indicate frequency-dependent seis-173

mic radiation (Figure 3). HF back-projection snapshots show west-to-east174

linear rupture propagation from 60 to 160 s. The 100–120 s LF back-175

projection snapshot seems to correspond to the overall rupture propagation176

(Figure 2b,3a) because its location and average rupture speed agree with177

the expected rupture propagation (∼1 km/s), while the 120–180 s LF back-178

projection snapshots are significantly down-dip of the mainshock epicenter179

(∼70 to ∼170 km), suggesting possible nearby triggered early aftershocks180

(Fan and Shearer , 2016). Finite-fault models have limited resolution for181

the later stage of the mainshock rupture, suggested by their discrepancies,182

showing minor to negligible slip after 140 s (Ammon et al., 2006; Bilek and183

Engdahl , 2007; Yagi and Fukahata, 2011; Ye et al., 2016a,b). As shown by184

globally recorded 0.02–0.05 Hz P-waves, identifiable phases are present from185

120 s to 200 s (Figure S5). These phases are coherent in the azimuthal range186

of the stations used for back-projection, which is likely why back-projection187

detected those coherent energy bursts. The polarity patterns of these phases188

are different than those of the mainshock, and the amplitudes vary gradually189

with azimuth (Figure S5). These phases are unlikely to be water-phases nor190

part of the mainshock because of the azimuthally dependent radiation pat-191

tern. The varying radiation pattern, e.g., polarities, can potentially be used192

to resolve the focal mechanisms of these possible aftershocks. However, it193

is challenging to make robust picks, leaving the focal mechanisms yet to be194

determined with future analysis.195

A plot of cumulative rupture distance as a function of time (Figure 4)196

provides estimates of average rupture speeds. The cumulative distance was197
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computed from HF back-projection peak-power locations (20 s stacking win-198

dow with 1 s temporal increment, Figure 2b). The results suggest an in-199

crease in rupture velocity around 65 s (Figure 4c). Similar to the rupture200

speed resolved from finite-fault inversions (e.g., Ammon et al., 2006; Yagi201

and Fukahata, 2011), the first stage ruptured slowly (∼1.2 km/s) for about202

65 s, while the second stage ruptured no slower than 2.5 km/s from ∼65 to203

150 s, propagating eastward at about 2.7 km/s on average (Figure 4). If204

the rupture propagation transitioned near 90 s (suggested by an alternative205

intersection of finite-fault slip models and back-projection inferred rupture206

velocities), the second stage rupture velocity may be as high as 3.2 km/s.207

There is no evidence of supershear rupture episodes during the earthquake,208

suggesting the second stage more likely transitioned at ∼65 s, restrained by209

the local S-wave velocity (Kopp et al., 2009; Laske et al., 2013). Intriguingly,210

the HF back-projection snapshots indicate west to east migration in seismic211

radiation for the second stage of the event (Figure 2b,3d), which spatially212

correlates with the location of slay fault traces inferred from residual gravity213

anomalies (Figure 1).214

4. Tsunami Tide Gauge Back-propagation215

To constrain tsunami source locations, we perform tsunami back-propagation216

with five nearby tide gauges recording the tsunami of the 2006 Java earth-217

quake (Figure 5a). The tsunami waveforms are high-pass filtered at 2 hours218

to remove tidal signals, from which the initial and first-crest arrivals are esti-219

mated (Table 1). With the first-crest arrivals, back-propagation of tsunami220

waves from the tide gauges is used to delineate possible source locations of sea221
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surface displacements (Figure 5b–f). We consider Gaussian-shaped seafloor222

uplifts as tsunami sources centered at the gauge locations with half-widths of223

2 km. Tsunami propagation is computed with nonlinear shallow water-wave224

equations (Liu et al., 1995) and General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans225

(GEBCO) 30 arc-second bathymetry (Weatherall et al., 2015). To account226

for the long-wave dispersion that is missing in our numerical simulations, the227

observed first-crest arrivals are shifted 1% earlier for all stations. This shift228

is derived from comparisons between tsunami models and observations from229

recent great earthquakes (Tsai et al., 2013; Watada et al., 2014).230

Regions bounded by multiple arcs of the back-propagated tsunami first-231

crest wavefronts indicate the possible tsunami source areas (Figure 6). These232

tsunami sources were excited by local large seafloor displacements. To ac-233

count for the uncertainty in tsunami modeling, we identify source regions234

using the first-wave bands instead of crest lines, which are contours with235

tsunami amplitudes greater than 50% of the crest (Figure 5,6). The back-236

propagation results suggest two possible main sources for the observed tsunami237

(Figure 6). The first source is bounded by two arcs close to the epicenter238

(from Christmas and Hillarys), and the second source is bounded by four239

arcs close to the second stage high-frequency seismic radiation (from Benoa,240

Cocos, Broome, and Hillarys). The second source is more than 100 km east-241

ward of the epicenter. Intriguingly, tsunami back-propagation of the Cocos242

gauge, west of the 2006 Java earthquake (Figure 5d), only tracks the eastern243

tsunami source, suggesting that the western source may be weaker than the244

source located to the east. The tsunami sources we resolve are generally con-245

sistent with Fujii and Satake (2006), who suggested a major tsunami source246
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∼150 km east of the epicenter. The eastward source is around the zones of247

inferred splay faults and correlates with high-frequency radiation from ∼ 60248

to 150 s (Figure 6).249

5. Discussion250

Tsunami waveform inversion suggests that the tsunami source of the 2006251

Java earthquake was about 200 km long with the largest slip (∼2.5 m) stably252

located about 150 km east of the epicenter, regardless of the assumed earth-253

quake rupture velocity (Fujii and Satake, 2006). This tsunami-derived slip254

model is significantly different from the seismic slip models (Fujii and Satake,255

2006; Ammon et al., 2006; Bilek and Engdahl , 2007; Yagi and Fukahata, 2011;256

Ye et al., 2016a), which suggest the largest slip occurred within 50 km of the257

epicenter. The slip model discrepancies may be attributed to two possibil-258

ities: (1), tsunami data and seismic data have different spatial sensitivities259

over the slip distribution (e.g., Melgar et al., 2016; Jiang and Simons , 2016).260

The eastward tsunami source may have been generated by coseismic slip on261

the main thrust, which was missed by the seismic finite-fault inversion. (2),262

Slip at the plate interface is not the only source responsible for the observed263

tsunami. In this case, more than one fault caused the seafloor displacement264

and contributed to generating the large tsunami. Possible splay fault acti-265

vation may explain the observations because of their enhanced tsunamigenic266

capabilities. Slip on splay faults with steep dipping angles will cause larger267

seafloor displacement, which drives tsunami generation (Jiang and Simons ,268

2016), than the same amount of slip on the subhorizontal megathrust.269

Rupture velocity evolution suggests that the 2006 Java earthquake ra-270
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diated high-frequency energy in a two-stage fashion, with a transition around271

60 s (Figure 4). Stage one was characterized by a rupture velocity of ∼1.2 km/s272

for about 65 s, and may be deficient in high frequencies comparing to the273

second stage. In contrast, the stage-two high-frequency radiators migrated274

from west to east at more than twice the rupture speed observed during stage275

one (∼ 2.7 km/s). This atypical abrupt two-stage HF energy release may276

suggest that more than one source generated the high-frequency radiation.277

The observations cannot distinguish whether the rupture transition oc-278

curred sharply or gradually. The precise HF radiation transition timing is279

ambiguous, leaving the exact initiation time of the second stage unclear (Fig-280

ure 4). Nonetheless, the differences in seismic radiation between the two281

stages are robust. The two-stages of observed rupture may simply reflect282

rupture complexities along strike, as has been reported for other large earth-283

quakes (e.g., Kiser and Ishii , 2011; Wei et al., 2011). Fault geometry, hetero-284

geneous initial stress at the plate interface, or heterogeneous friction prop-285

erties could all produce along-strike variations of high-frequency radiation286

(e.g., Madariaga, 1977; Bernard and Madariaga, 1984; Spudich and Frazer ,287

1984; Fukahata et al., 2014; Denolle et al., 2015; Bassett et al., 2016).288

Alternatively, the colocation of the second-stage high-frequency radiators289

with splay faults and the eastward tsunami source may indicate splay-fault290

reactivation during the 2006 Java earthquake (Figure 2–5). Active-source291

seismic profiles 100 km west of the 2006 Java earthquake epicenter resolve292

steep north-dipping splay faults that are well correlated with their locations293

inferred by residual gravity anomalies (Kopp et al., 2009). These splay faults294

extend along the forearc and are present in the vicinity of both the 2006295
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and 1994 Java tsunami earthquakes (Figure 1). The ISC catalog (1993-2013)296

locates some shallow seismicity close to the 2006 Java earthquake (59 earth-297

quakes shallower than 10 km and 122 earthquakes at 10 to 20 km), which may298

provide further evidence of seismic activity along splay faults (Figure 1) (In-299

ternational Seismological Centre, 2013). Although back-projection method300

does not have the depth resolution to discriminate between radiation from301

the splay faults and from the plate interface, the transition in HF seismic302

radiation and the strong spatial correlation between the stage-two rupture303

and the splay fault traces suggest that reactivated splay faults may have been304

a key source of HF seismic radiation and seafloor displacement during the305

second-stage rupture (Figure 2–6).306

Splay fault activation during the mainshock rupture has been reported307

for earthquakes in the Nankai, Kuril, Alaska, and Sumatra subduction zones308

(Plafker , 1969, 1972; Fukao, 1979; Moore et al., 2007; DeDontney and Rice,309

2012; Waldhauser et al., 2012). Numerical models have also validated the310

possibility of splay-fault reactivation during megathrust ruptures (Wang and311

He, 1999; Kame et al., 2003; Wang and Hu, 2006; Wendt et al., 2009; Tamura312

and Ide, 2011; DeDontney and Hubbard , 2012). At the Nankai trough, the313

presence of a megasplay fault and evidence for large-scale sediment slumping314

suggests that splay fault activation may have contributed to tsunamigenesis315

during the 1944 Mw 8.1 Tonankai earthquake (Moore et al., 2007). Splay316

fault activation has similarly been proposed for the 1964 Mw 9.2 Alaska317

earthquake (Plafker , 1969, 1972) and the 2004 Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman318

earthquake (DeDontney and Rice, 2012). From analyses of multiple geo-319

physical observations, we suggest a similar scenario may have occurred along320
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the Java trench, with coseismic splay fault reactivation providing one viable321

mechanism to explain our observations.322

6. Conclusions323

The 2006 Mw 7.8 Java earthquake ruptured more than 200 km from324

west to east, lasting for more than ∼180 s. Finite-fault slip models suggest325

a smooth and slow rupture with the largest slip patch within ∼50 km away326

from the hypocenter (Ammon et al., 2006; Bilek and Engdahl , 2007; Yagi and327

Fukahata, 2011; Ye et al., 2016a,b), which is supported by our low-frequency328

back-projection results. In contrast, high-frequency global back-projection329

results suggest a two-stage rupture. The first stage ruptured with an un-330

usually low rupture speed of ∼1.2 km/s, agreeing well with finite-fault slip331

models (e.g., Ammon et al., 2006), while the second stage ruptured with a332

much faster speed of ∼ 2.7 km/s. While the back-projection cannot resolve333

the depth of the radiators, their spatial correlation with traced and active334

splay faults and the abrupt change in kinematic signatures during the second335

stage of the rupture may indicate a jump during the rupture to these splay336

faults. The hypothesis is further supported by the tsunami first crest arrival337

back-propagation, which shows that at least two sources contributed to the338

observed tsunami. The two sources were separated by more than 100 km,339

with the first source close to the epicenter and the second source spatially cor-340

relating with the inferred splay fault traces. The residual gravity anomalies341

delineate multiple trench-parallel splay faults near both the 1994 and 2006342

Java tsunami earthquakes, raising concerns of enhanced tsunami hazard in343

the region. Similar tsunamigenic earthquakes, such as the 1944 Mw 8.1 To-344
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nankai earthquake and the 2004 Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, have345

been proposed to also activate splay faults during the rupture propagation,346

and splay fault networks may play a critical role in enhancing tsunamigenesis347

during large megathrust earthquakes.348
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Figure 1: Residual free-air gravity anomaly, splay faults at Java subduction zone and

shallow seismicity near the 2006 Java tsunami earhtquake. Black arrows show splay faults

revealed by residual gravity. Insert: black circles are earthquakes (EQ) from 1993-2013

ISC catalog with M > 4 and depth shallower than 10 km, gray circles are earthquakes

(EQ) from 1993-2013 ISC catalog with M > 4 and depth in between of 10 and 20 km

(International Seismological Centre, 2013). Black lines are the interpreted fault traces

from the residual gravity anomaly in this study. Red line is coincident seismic reflection

and refraction profile SO137-03/SO138-05, which resolved steep dipping splay faults and

correlates with the delineated residual gravity anomaly. Trench-axis is from Bassett and

Watts (2015a,b).
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Figure 2: Seismic back-projection and tsunami back-propagation results and finite-fault

slip models of the 2006 Java earthquake. (a), Peak-power time functions of two frequency

bands. Peak-power time functions are self-normalized. (b), Finite-slip model obtained

with both body and surface waves are the filled contours from USGS, NEIC. Finite-slip

model from Ye et al. (2016a,b) is contoured from 0.5 to 4.5 m with 2 m separation,

finite-slip model from Yagi and Fukahata (2011) is contoured from 0.5 to 2.5 m with 1 m

separation. Diamonds show the peak-energy locations of high-frequency back-projection

with 20 s averaging window and 1 s time increment. Stations used for back-projection

and their P-wave polarity with the GCMT focal-mechanism are shown as inserts. The

subduction geometry is from Slab 1.0 with 20 km separation (Hayes et al., 2012).
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Figure 3: Back-projection results. (a), (b), Low-frequency (0.05-0.3 Hz) back-projection

time-integrated energy release and snapshots. (c), (d), High-frequency (0.3-1 Hz) time-

integrated energy release and snapshots. The background bathymetry gradient is from

Sandwell et al. (2014) and Garcia et al. (2014). Low-frequency back-projection is con-

toured above 50% normalized energy contours, high-frequency back-projection is contoured

above 20% normalized energy contours.
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Figure 4: Cumulative distance as a function of time obtained from HF back-projection

with 20 s averaging window and 1 s time increment.
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Figure 5: Tsunami back-propagation results. (a), Tsunami waveforms recorded at five

tide gauges. The waveforms are high-pass filtered at 2 hours to remove tidal signals and

vertically offset with amplification for two gauges for visualization purpose. The arrival

time To (blue) and first-crest arrival time Tp (red) are marked. Hillarys and Broome

records are shifted earlier by 200 min. (b)–(f), Ocean surface displacements during the

back propagation of tsunami from Benoa, Christmas, Cocos, Broome, and Hillarys tide

gauges (triangles). Water displacements (in color) are scaled so that the first wave front is

clearly seen. The crest and outer contour (defined by 50% of the closest peak amplitude)

of the first wavefront are marked by black solid and dotted lines, respectively.
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Figure 6: Tsunami wave first peak back-propagation results of five tide gauges. The

solid lines show the first crest back-propagations with the shaded regions of 50% crest

amplitude. Stations are shown in the insert and listed in Table 1. Colored contours are

high-frequency (HF, 0.3-1 Hz) 20 s snapshots.
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Table 1: Tide gauges and tsunami arrivals.

No. Station name Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦) To (min) Tp (min) T
′
p (min)

1 Benoa 115.20 -8.77 82 90 89

2 Christmas 105.67 -10.53 16 20 20

3 Cocos 96.87 -12.13 96 102 101

4 Broome 122.23 -18.00 280 290 287

5 Hillarys 115.70 -31.83 249 261 258

To: Time of arrivals in the waveform. Tp: Time of the first peak in the

waveform. T
′
p: Adjusted time used in the tsunami modeling. Benoa record

is provided by the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center and the other four

records by the Bureau of Meteorology, Research Centre, Australian

Government.
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